What’s new in Stimpro 2019?

*Stimpro® 2019*, the latest version of the industry-leading matrix acidizing design and analysis software from CARBO, is now available. We have made significant improvements and have added numerous useful new features in *Stimpro 2019*. Our goals for this release were further enhancing ease-of-use, adding new acidizing models and updating existing ones for improved accuracy, providing the user with new modes allowing quick designs and diagnostic analysis as well as incorporating many other user requests.

---

**Version 10.10.18**

**Additions**

- Added FlexNet Publisher Licensing for Stimpro. Stimpro will now use FlexNet Publisher Licensing for local as well as license server.
- Added Moving Tubing capability for Perf Completion.
- Added Digital Display to Stimpro which allows user to see channels in real time.
- Added Stage Summary which allows user to see various configurable parameter for each stage while the job is in progress.
- Allow user to assign color to channels across Stimpro.
- Allow use to assign alias and color for real-time channels.
- Added real time ASCII data output even for period when model is waiting for flow.

**Fixes**

- Pasting XLS data to deviation survey.
- Fixed Copy Treatment under/over flush bug.
- For Floating plot, print pop up now comes up over Floating plot.